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Abstract: Network topology layout is one of the key technologies in the research of network 
topology structure. How to make the node overlap less and distribute evenly in the layout is an 
important and key problem in the research of network topological structure. Establishment of 
network topology generation algorithm based on node layout, design the node layout model, 
through node location layout and node linkage adjustment to achieve uniform layout, construction 
network topology generation algorithm, to achieves the effect from the physical topological 
structure to the logical topology beautiful display. The experiment shows that the network topology 
generation algorithm based on node layout has lower node coincidence ratio, point-edge crossover 
rate and better evaluation index, and the layout effect is better than other algorithms. 

1. Introduction 

Network topology map is an important means and method of network configuration, fault 
diagnosis, security management[1] and so on, which is the connection between the network topology 
and the network node. To the actual running network system, how to arrange the network nodes 
rationally according to the result of network topology discovery, and to display the network 
topology map correctly, clearly and aesthetically with the graphics processing technology, is not 
only the need of the user to understand and comprehend the network topological structure correctly, 
but also a hot issue in the network topology research. 

Currently, the network topology layout methods that have been acquired include: 1) Simple 
Network structure layout[2]: Using the simple structure of tree[3] or ring to define the network, the 
network is distributed according to this kind of structure, and a strong network layout is obtained. 
The algorithm is simple in layout and easy to implement, but it is only suitable for network with 
few nodes and simple connection, so it is not easy to be applied in practice. 2) Distributed network 
structure combination layout[4]: The complex network is divided into several simpler network 
structure, respectively, using simple network structure layout method divide and conquer, and then 
according to each simple network structure of the interaction between the overall layout. The 
algorithm has perfected the adaptability of traditional layout algorithm to complex network, but it is 
not ideal for the network layout with very complex interactive relationship. 3) Force-oriented layout 
algorithm[5][6][7]: Give each node physical properties, two nodes with the distance between the 
repulsion, give each line to physical properties, each of the two nodes have a certain gravity. The 
algorithm keeps the nodes moving in the force process until the final approximate force balance is 
reached. The algorithm is suitable for simple network structure, but when the number of nodes is 
larger or the network structure is complex, many nodes are difficult to balance, some of them have 
cross problems, and the layout effect has a strong dependence on the initial position of the nodes. 
Overall, the existing layout algorithm has less nodes and simpler connection, which can realize the 
topology layout of the network, but the node overlap is basically unavoidable when the nodes are 
too much, and the force-oriented layout algorithm is more adaptable than other algorithms. So we 
based on the force-oriented layout algorithm, combined with the network topology related concepts 
and requirements[8], set up a node layout model, design network topology generation algorithm. 

Based on the analysis of Network topology layout algorithm, the network topology layout is used 
as the goal, and the problem of the distance between the midpoint and the edge crossing is studied. 
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sent by the node grouping, and return the object value[11]; otherwise, the sender receives no 
response grouping for the node. The data packets are parsed, the contents of the packets are 
decomposed, the node types are divided according to the specific design requirements of the above 
data packets, and the node type partition table is shown in table 1. 

Table 1. Node type partition table 

Node type 
IP 

Address 

Open 
Special 

port 

Operating 
System 

Open 
Special 
Services 

Return 
object value 

Grouped 
object values 

Router Multiple No Yes No 1 No 
Switch No No No No 2 78 

Computer Single No Yes No 2 76 
Server Single 21 Yes ftp 2 76 
Printer Single 90 Yes No 2 76 

2.3 Calculating Nodes Distribution Position 

Calculating Node Distribution Position is the location distribution of the acquired node in the 
layout area. According to the connection number of different network ports, the nodes are divided 
into single and multiple connecting nodes, and then according to the node distribution rules, the 
position of each node in the network topology map is calculated. Through the node layout position 
calculation, fixed each node position, will obtain the node abstraction layout to the graphical 
interface, realizes the logical layout effect. 

The node distribution rule refers to the way in which nodes are arranged according to the node 
type, in which the single connection node, that is, the computer, the server, the printer nodes are 
distributed on the circumference of R radius, and the multiple connection nodes, that is, the switch 
and the router are distributed on the circumference of r radius. The above two circumferences are 
centered on the geometric center of the layout area, and the calculation of R and r is shown in 
Formula 1 and Formula 4. 

A single connection node is a network node in which only one network is connected with other 
devices, and a multi-node node is a network node connected by multiple network ports to other 
devices; A layout area is an area that depicts a network topology. 

The layout method of a single connection node is centered on the center of the layout area, 
according to the circle, the radius is proportional to the number of nodes, the maximum cannot 
exceed the shortest side of the layout area, assuming that R is the radius length of a single 
connection node's circumference,  is the shortest side length of the canvas, and  is the number 
of single connection nodes, the calculation formula is: 

	       (1) 

Calculating the transverse and ordinate of a single connection node by using the position 
calculation formula,  indicates the th single connection node: 

      (2) 

      (3) 

The layout method for multiple-connection nodes is centered on the center of the canvas of the 
layout, according to the circle, the radius is proportional to the number of nodes, the maximum can 
not exceed the radius of the circle of the single connection node,  is the circle radius of the 
multiple-connected nodes, and  is the radius length of the circumference of the single connecting 
node, and  is the number of multiple connecting nodes, the calculation formula is: 

	       (4) 

By using the coordinate transformation formula to compute the transverse and ordinate of the 
multiple-join nodes,  indicates the th multiple-connection node: 

      (5) 
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      (6) 

2.4 Contact Nodes Layout Adjustment 

Contact Node Layout Adjustment is to add nodes in the form of the nodes after the Calculating 
Node Distribution Position is complete. To optimize the layout effect, the node position layout 
needs to be adjusted. The linkage between nodes is divided into two kinds of situations: edge 
crossing and point edge distance too close[12]. When there is a connection between nodes, that is, the 
connections between nodes through the edge. If the node and the edge distance are too close, the 
coordinates of the node will change, and the degree of change is inversely proportional to the 
distance. When the distance between the node and the edge is greater than some distance , the 
node coordinates change to zero. If the node projection point is on the edge, it is thought that the 
distance between the point and the edge may be too close, for this reason, design the formula of the 
degree of node's coordinate change.  is the degree of the node's coordinate,  is the straight 
distance from the node to the edge, and  is the constant. At the end of the layout, the node and the 
edge will maintain a certain distance between the node and the edge to avoid the distance too close: 

| | 0																							
| |		       (7) 

At layout time, if a side intersection occurs, that is, two nodes on one side are projected on either 
side of the other, then the two edges may cross. If the intersection occurs, the coordinates of one 
node are symmetrically transformed along the other side[13]. Assuming that the equation of one of 
the edges is  (The equation is determined by the two nodes of the edge.), the node 
coordinates to be transformed are (a, b), then the transformed coordinate formula is as follows, and 
the equations can be solved: 

      (8) 

3. Network Topology Generation 

Network topology generation is the result of node distribution model, according to node location 
and node connection, design algorithm, generate display network topology map. 

3.1 Algorithm idea 

The topology diagram is composed of nodes and edges, so the number of nodes in the unit range 
cannot be too large[14] for the layout to be beautiful. If the number exceeds a range, the node will 
move outward, the coordinates will change, and conversely, it will move inside. Finally, the balance 
is achieved, that is, the best layout. Therefore, the network topology generation algorithm is 
designed based on node layout model and network related knowledge[15]. 

Calculates the location according to the node layout model and sets the initial node density. 
When the density of the node is greater than the initial density, that is, the distance between the 
nodes	 ，  is less than or equal to the initial density	 , the coordinates of the 

nodes do not change; when the density of the node is less than the initial density, that is, the 
distance between the nodes ， is greater than the initial density 	 , the 

coordinates The degree of variation is proportional to the difference between the distance between 
nodes and the density of the initial setting, and the proportional coefficient is the change coefficient 

 of the edge. 

， ，  for the side  to Node ，  coordinate change degree, and the node set 

density 	and edge change coefficient k, the formula is designed as follows[6], where the k 
value and the layout of the size of the area is proportional to the number of nodes ( ) inversely 
proportional to: 
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， ，
0																																																																			 ，

∗ ， 								 ，
  (9) 

， 	indicates that the node ，  distance is too close, resulting in the degree of node 

coordinate change, and the number of nodes is proportional to the distance between the nodes of the 
square is inversely proportional to the formula as follows: 

，
																																												 ， 0
∗ ∗

，
							 ， 0

      (10) 

When the two nodes coincide, that is Distance v，v 0, the coordinates of two nodes 

should be redefined, and the relative positions of two nodes are determined by the defined 
coordinates, That is, the horizontal and ordinate of a node v  respectively plus the horizontal and 
ordinate of the f，v  nodes，then minus f respectively. 

d is the change of the unit coordinate value, that is, when the distance between the nodes of the 
overall degree of change F v  is not zero, the node's horizontal, ordinate will change: 

∗ | |
      (11) 

After the node location is determined, draw the node and connect it. In order to ensure the 
uniformity of the line, each node to determine the four-directional connection point, respectively, up 
and down. If all the lines are connected to the same connection point, the layout is dense, affecting 
the display effect, and for this reason the θ value is computed for the two nodes associated, and θ 
indicates the point of connection point, and the position of the connection point is determined, and 
the calculation formula is as follows. 

| |

| |
      (12) 

If θ ∈ 45°，135° , connect the upper boundary of the node area, if θ ∈ 45°，45° , connect 

the right boundary of the node area, if θ ∈ 135°， 45° , connect the lower boundary of the 

node area, if θ ∈ 135°， 135° , Then the left boundary of the node area is connected. 

3.2 Algorithm Description 

The network topology generation algorithm is based on the algorithm idea and combines the 
result of the node layout model to abstract the target network. The emphasis is on the design and 
display on the basis of the node layout model, and the problems in other algorithms, such as the 
overlap of nodes, the distance between points and the edges, are improved. 

Input: A file strXMLFilePath that stores node information and node contact information after the 
node layout model is processed 

Output: Network topology map 
Step 1: Define node linked list m_listnodes and node link list m_listlinks 
Step 2: From the file to obtain the Survival node and node contact information, respectively 

stored in the ListNode linked list and the Listnodelink linked list; 
Step 3: Scan the node list obtained in step 2 and assign coordinates randomly to each node 

scanned，The node's coordinate and node information is stored in the new node chain table 
M_listnodes. 

Step 4：Scan Step 1 to get the node link list, calculate the degree of each node, and store the 
connection information in the new node contact list m_listlinks; 

Step 5：Calculates the overall change degree of each node's coordinates , draws the node 
Step 6：Compute the connection angle of the node and draw the line. 

3.3 Algorithm Analysis 

Assuming the total number of nodes is , including terminal host node, router node, printer 
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Figure 5. Comparison of curve-fitting curves with edge-crossover ratio 

By analyzing the data of the experimental results, the tree layout algorithm and the 
force-oriented layout algorithm appear in the case of fewer nodes, while the edge crossover is not 
present in the algorithm. With the increase of the number of nodes, the edge crossover rate of tree 
layout algorithm and force-oriented layout algorithm is increasing rapidly, and the algorithm of this 
paper is only slowly increasing. From the curve, we can see that the layout algorithm designed in 
this paper is much smaller than the other two algorithms, and the effect is more obvious as the 
number of nodes increases. The reason is because the algorithm designed in this paper has done the 
corresponding calculation and treatment to the side-intersection situation. 
3) Evaluation Index 

Evaluation Index[2] EI is an evaluation of the overall layout effect. 

EI α，β       (15) 

β
∑| |

      (16) 

Among them, α is defined as the number of edge intersections in the network topology map, 
and when α is smaller, the edges of the network topology map are less and the layout is clearer. β 
is defined as the ratio of the mean absolute deviation and the mean of the length of all edges in the 
network topology graph, and thee is the arithmetic mean of all edge lengths. β represents the 
uniformity of the vertex distribution, the smaller the β, the more evenly the vertex distribution in 
the graph. The comparison of the evaluation Index EI is as follows: First compare α, α size 
determines the size of EI; if alpha equals, then β, the size of β determines the size of EI. The 
smaller the EI, the better the topology layout. 

In order to visually compare the layout effect, and the node coincidence rate experiment is 
consistent with the environment, each environment is repeated 10 times test, each test on the overall 
layout effect of the calculation, the statistical results to take the average, the experimental results as 
shown in table 4. 

Table 4. Comparison of three algorithm layout experiment results (EI) 
        Nodes 
Algorithm 

20 80 120 200 

Tree Layout 
Algorithm 

(0，0.13) (1，0.23) (15，0.38) (48，0.47) 

Force-oriented 
Layout 

Algorithm 
(1，0.21) (4，0.19) (29，0.23) (75，0.42) 

TBS Algorithm (0，0.07) (0，0.09) (2，0.11) (10，0.17) 
The results of experimental data show that the algorithm is more homogeneous than the other 

two. The reason is that the layout algorithm is designed to consider the overall layout effect, 
through formula calculation, focus on the problem of node overlap, edge intersection, so that the 
layout effect is better. 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, node layout model is designed to realize node information acquisition, node 
location distribution calculation and edge layout calculation, and the transformation of actual 
network to abstract node is completed. Then the force-oriented layout algorithm and the network 
topology related concepts are combined to design the network topology generation algorithm on the 
basis of the node layout model, and automatically generate the network topology map. Compared 
with other algorithms or models, the network topology layout algorithm is designed to focus on the 
global layout, overcome the problem of edge crossing and edge intersection, which is caused by the 
local node distribution uniformly, and through the quantization of the parameters, the layout effect 
is clarified, which makes the layout more scientific and reasonable. 

The experiment verifies the layout effect of network topology generation algorithm, and the 
network topology layout algorithm has lower node coincidence ratio, edge crossover rate and better 
evaluation index, regardless of the result of the actual display or the evaluation criterion constructed. 
In the next phase of the study, when the large-scale nodes are automatically laid out, the computer 
shows that one screen may not show all the layouts, and it is proposed to adopt the method of 
multi-screen expansion and local amplification to improve the application range of the algorithm. 
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